Box 15
K1B KING
Q:

--

Feb. 5

Whys do you think that this fli4g~earxuae

"Negro Revolt, Negro Revolution" has taken place now and not earlier,
What is the pattern involved there.
the change
A: Well, #-eae from an agrarian nation to the city,
the movement from the far to the city, and especiallv as far
as

are concerned, the moving to California, Detroit,

_,

Chicago, not so many New Yorkers, after World War I, but even, ±iax
large
cities, In the
locally, movning to New Orleans Shreveport, theAu

abkeTar

al;xaxx past, even

in the city,there were certainjobs that

were known as Negro Jobs. There was an economy, that included the
Negro in the menial position, barbers, waiters, street clearners,
chauffeurs, there was no difficulty in

getting a lob.

Various o ther

groups R began to take over these jobs, so that getting a job sax became
more competitive.

And also, labor was

organized in such a way that

there were actually four labor batalli ons, white male, at the highest
salary,

and white female next,

Negro female,

then lowr Negro male,

and then lowest,

were frequently used as strikebreakers, and sometimes

just to keep the cost oftheproduction down. But these separate
batallions of labor, have been diaappearing.

The Negro can no longer

a pply for a job in the Negro batallion, as they xfreE fovierly did.
ii So it's
an
!km smx economic proble p, inso many instances, people, Negroes coming
to the city, found themselves destitute, seeking refuge in relief
anC charity. And the reason I give, for this revolt at the present time,
#+ e-#h-is that the Economic problem in America , for this is an urban
nations, or anation rapidly becoming urban, so competitive, fatthe
Negro has to be able to compete, on an equal economic level.

A: How much does the spectre of automation have to do with
this?
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A: I don't think on the surface of it,

it has a lot to do

with it, but beneath the surface it has a lot to do with it. What
I mean is this:

thatmost of the companies that use

have to

specialized training, to perax operate machines, will employ Negroes
whoare ; qualified to ! operate the machines, but on the other hand,
Esso right here in our own neighborhood, many of the white people
reeeive their training, right there at theplant, and learn to operate
the machines, whereas Negroes have not been allowed to learn, how
to operate themchines.
In other words, t he unskilled white laborer, can advance
himself,

by entering training courses and classes at thebusibness

establishment, on the job.

And the Negro has been denied that right.

Q: That's a policy, isn't it?
a; This is

b the general policy.

Not only is

that policy

true here, but I found it true in the steel mills of Pittsburgh.
I lived in Pittsburgh, and called it home for 2gx 25 yers.

And I've

been teaching in Louisiana 17 years. So I travel backward and forth .
approach
Q: Let me take another a t of the same questions
another aspect of it.

The earlier studies, particularly, there

was enormous competition for jobs.

and there was a great

crowding

out Negroes from jobs that had been traditionally
open to them.
And that was 30 years ago. At that time, there was no
organized
Negro movement, to conduct it. There was resentment,
and improvershment
-and the attitude was clear, but there
was no organized movement,
on the part of the
.
Now there is plenty of difference
between that time and the motivation the
same as now, and this time,
and it's effective and highly organized.
z
At The biggest

difference, as I see it , is that inthe

-3thirties andeven during World War II, we saw far more situations
see
and we still stkE some of it, in which a Negro receives a lower salary
than a whiteman for doing the same job, but that difference is rapidly
though
disappearing.
So that even tadka the competition
takxt for thelower
mlaries jobs, was not as keen, as

it isnow, for thesimple reason that

the lower salaries job do not have a differential between the white salary
and the Negro's salary.
Q: I see the logic of that.
bearing on this matter.

First I will say

some time, both of them ministers,
question.

Let me ask this question still
that

I've known for

Connecticut, and I asked this

.,

And one said, there was no reason , just an accident,

why it could nothavehapoend 30 years ago.

The other one, said, there

iaxxxxs was every reason why it couldn't happen, 30 years ago.
There was disagreeement between them on this point,

if you want to say
that

h-&e-oe-eYnxthk~

this,

this
gxtha% could not happen,

because there

was not thevast numbers, of educated Negroes to organize,
movement,

educstion of 30 years has done that,

moult this

prepared a whole new

, range of culture, to know

genedation to know the techniques,

the techniques of organization, and the will is different, not thedinire,
but the will.

Now these, they disagreed on thispoint.

And I , as

I figure out, the one who said it could have happened earlier, although
h e-oew

he couldn't substantiate it,

it

could have happened earlier,

springs from the idea of this being, a matter of
evolutiionary process.

now his friend,

Seemed to be a charged

issue, between them.
A:

Ithink you'll find one big difference between the last

g eneration and this generation.
up to the World, 1940.

kbtx Itvaries from World War I right on

There's a difference in stability and home

ownership, even though jmx home may be just a farm.

But where there's

stability, where there's home ownership, where there is a certgain degree

-4of economic security, people arenot as apt to revolt , even inxtlmtx
thinking,

asthey aye when

their

they are uprooted, inother words, many of the

people have left their frms, they have left their homes, many of them
do not own their homes, K5t now, but as I recall in
and coming on

the , my childhood,

x up through World War I and World War II,

of social position for a person to own his home.

it

was a matter

And t lu people who

owned their homes, some of the people who owned their homes, to my
recollection, to therost part, were people who found some kind ofgainful
employment in the neighbbrhood of their home, if there was nothing to
farm.
thre

But that day haspased.

And the second thing is

that

has been a change in the Negro's religious outlook.

Chrisian

of the Negroes was a matter of humility, it

ieteee---nektness,

-hae-bee-At that time,

was a matter of

thechurch was the stronghold of all the organization.

My father was a minister, and I knew from
d ays a person feldl that he was out of step

family.

In those

withSociety, if he didn't

go to church every sax Sunday, and if he didn't support his church,
which gave the minister a dual role, that of formulating their belief,
and being a

symbol for their beliefs onthe one hand,

and on the ohher

hand, of giving them some sort of social unity in the community.

K~taeN

Butxkktx now there are too many transients, there are too many people who
are
ae -moving backward and forth, from one place to aRmitx another, to have any
deep roots in any one community.
is that

The second thing is that my observation

you have many Negroes who don't attend church,

in church, and they have not belief.
in is

sound economic survival.
Q1:

have no mem lurship

The only thing they're interested

Ni

Now dmx how does this relate to the fact that much of the

leadership, particlarly inthe south, has been from the hhuuhhes, int he
past five years, seven years.
XX A: The south, not just the south, but the north t likewise,
I am thinking of such pesons as Adam Clayton Powell, the north has

found

-5a foree for unified action in

the Negro church, and wherever problems

have risen, the only organization which the Negro as a whole,
able to turn to aaX has been the church.
organization,
Furthermore,

has been

fle has no other Irge influential

or group of organized churches

to takeaxtt action.

you will notice that most of these leaders,

come from the

Protestant Churches and I believe the Baptist church, where the
itself, is a sovereign body.

church

And along democratic proceduresthe

minister usually carries out the will of thebody.

And if the body politic
has
wishes theminster to take theposition of leadeship, and if heaa the the
sort of influence with them that he

lead them to believe that he can be

such a leader, why he not only has confidence with the fact that Ykkx his
church will support him, but they in turn have confidence in their minister
Xi x and will follow his leaderhsip.
N

Now, I $plx think the point is that dapkxdespite the

fact that

there has been a loss of religious fervor among the Negroes, throughout
still

the country,

the leadership comes from the church.

remains that that is

XXX

ra

ther

than

The fact kkxastill

still

the basis for
secularization
: You think this-eevo aF.ftBa49e4ia ofthe church,
,

isthat

it.

A: Yes, I would agree with that.
: I thiknk Frazier uses that word, the secularization , I
believe,
Q: Yes, that movement has been on for 40-50 years.
the bhurch into a community sertice,

Turning

, orphanage, playground,

swimming pool, classes, with the idea of religious education in the church
residual,

in the educatinal function. And in many instances, even using

the church as a springloard for political support.

And again, Ii will

say, principally because of the Neg ro has no other large social arax
organization, such as for instaf~ie, Kiwanis, or the

they are iarg.---not large.

-6fix: You find people like Dr.

Abernathy,

and Ur.

We Mon't name them all, and you have a definite kax theological andmoral
mind, that'rsmrt secularized,

where tha t at-

on a theology, nonviolence of
of Abernathy,

--

cuc

is depending

.nonviolence of King, nonviolence

prepares a theological orientation, and

sometimes modified by a

that is

______*But

orientation,

not a seculari~ation,

is it, it's carreid over then Prom the kwxx church as a political
isthat true.
A: Itmay be,

it

really

goes further than dust the Christian

religion, itmay go into transcendentalism,
civil disobedience,
which is,

it

may g;o back to the idea of popular sovereignty,

incidentally, a part of the dogma of many Protestant churchqs,
Baut that in turn grows out of the

the sovereignty p[fx of the people.

bffiat--hurnanitarianimp ulses which is

However,

it may go into Thoreau's

more classical than

______

aee~ep--basis for separating the two.

I don't find any logiical

': Well, I don't propose a separation, logically, it's just
an emphsis in use of aninstitution whereyou have a apreaX to transcendentalists, or Christians, as opsposed to ____organizations
A: ' "ell, I think it

would be overaimpligying to

____

say it

was any

one to the exclusion of the other.
Q: I'm xux certain that would be true.

xIRx

A: In o ther wo rds, I think there are opportunists who use
the organizaC#on of the

church,

to foster their prog;ram , that is kuxax not

to say that their program~s are not worthy.
Q : Oh no.
A: Baut I will also say that
especially

there are some, and I believe,

like Powell and Martin Luther King, fall into this classification,

Mho are merely caught in the
true to their congregations if

congregation.

sequence of events,

and they could not be

they did not carry out the wishes ottheir
Baptist Church.

-7q; Tell me this.

i)akai

from the time of

Dubois,

of the a problem ofthe

psychic split

for the American Negro.

thoughts. I even have a qubtation from Dubois, artgicles.

Of his

I scribbled

One the one hand, a sense of identify
wi th, loyalty, to the
tradition
Negro community, and Negro canvatn,
even African tradition,
one loyalty, one sentiment.
this is one identification, J1
t.EAJ'Lnu
As opposed to another sentiment,
down.

identification, which would lead to
civil rights,

the integrat .on in the pure sense,

suggesting the loss of

identity,

even,

outnumbering by the population. This division, for some people is a very
eel-----real

problem,

in

thyvery real

sense.

And even though this is not a problem of anguish, simply of soeculation,
.

where
A:

This is a very pwZR profound problem, is very difficult

to even orientate the problem, for thesimple reason that as I see it,
the nroblem is an emotional one, andmore so, than itis

a

The average Negro knows nothing about his AFrican background.
than what he sees in

. ie

he doesn't even know what

one.

:o more

knows about his forebears, because

section ofAFrican they came from.

little about the culture of Africa,

He knows

, sohe finds himself

in a situation in which he has an open mind for
He find s himself in

a situation in

search for

for

man is

of hatred and prejudice.

full

suffers as a f
first

.On

furthermore,

the one hand,

result of prejudice.

thing that he seeks

which he has to evaluate his whose

solace in

he is

taught thatthe white

He also finds that he himself
Well, theupshot of this is , the
who
oerson/suffers just as he suffers,

the social community

based on any particular ghettos, of Negro residences, Negro chuches,
Negro business establishments, of Negro schodls . But my obse rvation has

-8been

that when itcomes to prejudice and hategd, that if there is aRy~I4R%---

any such thing as evaluating, there is far more prejudice among the
Colored people toward whitepeople,

and there's more hatred among colored

people towards white people than there is
colored people.

I've been in

among white people tow ards

communities where kb.x it

appears that the
existence
totally unaware of the 6l#e&aRee of the

.rage--average wh.te person is

'Jegro a- . ---until he sees one.

On the other hand, I've observed

ti-V-.---that the average ilegro thinks in
all of its social
and

terms of race prejudice,

and

relationships and all of its economic relatlo-nships,
with the idea of prejudice is faced with the hatred,

the psychological hatred, if not an emotional hatred,

And

he attempts to circumscribe or exile

appears to be friendly with
ia PM---intermariage.

I have

, excoriate, any Negro who

whitepeople, and especially if it's an
obser ved interma rried couples in

places like Pittsburgh, for the most pa rt they couldn't live in the
Negro community, it would have been made uncomfortable for them, They lived
inthe white community.
a club of about 50

I'm trying to xemember the name of

a club, there'

interma rried couples in St. Paul who organized them-

selves into a social group, there are many instances of which heard, that
the average iNegroresents any member of his race marrying a white person.
And he then turns his bitterness towadd that N~egro who marries a white
person.

If a person, a Negro, happens to get a lob, and gains employment

ri which he may be the only iNegro there,

and all the other workers beside

him, are white, he's the object of ridicule
: ay other Negroes?
a; By other Negroes.
very unpleasantBK

for him.

And xFa'rgx frequently they make it
There are places right now where I am

very uneasy, if I could go there, there are places where I feel very
unwelcome.

In fact, some people go out of their way to make me feel

unwelcome, and sometimesthey even say so.

For thesimple reason, that

-9they may see me at some time in conversation with some white person,
or he may be visiting my house, or I may be visting his Bheoe*T-eP-hehouse, or he may be riding in my card.
When I was in

high school,

I wasl* told that

allowed to play on the football team, but I went out SuPAnd in theevening,

teap, and I made it.

iegroes were not
-for thefootball

around 4:30 , 5 o'clock, I

walked home with theotherplayers, because I was the only oolored player,
so one Saturday afternoon, I was a peeao-reproached for socializing
with white boys, to the exclusion of colored boys, I wouldn't walk home
with my mix kind.

y nose was broken,

I was att acked.

I)hatis a personal example of the sort of thing I mean.
resent any

.

and
The Negroes

otherNegro being
Q:

xth x

set back onthe starting point there,
strong
the feeling of identification with the Negro group is so Kstai
there,
move/to have natural
to white
any Negro who tries to move,or does /
that _
associations .
A:

That is

correct.

In

some instances,

but in most instnces, it's just a resentment.
may be expressed
Q:

it

very violent,

It's a resentment which

saxiax inocuously.
one side of the question, that's one pole

Now

of the discassion; the other one being , the impulse
the white

is

society,

in

ssadxx to move into

sense of the wo d, to break down all

the

barriers of all kinds, identify with the

xsaak society,

biological possibility.

Or certainly,

where

based on that.

there areno distinctions of friendship, or

Thazax They're giae-e----quite opposite things, aren't they?
A: Yes.
Q:

Now,

what,

At Definitely.

is

it

a split.

It is a split,

definitely, but I would say it's

one of which the average Negro is not aware.

He doesn't think of it.

-10Q: But the

A:

I might further point out that the average Negro in

my opinion is not at all interested in almagation, social equality,
I
R&NBN
Q:
things,

economic security
JXXX Yes3 just that, the immediate
htx but the other
barr lers dissolved, friendships take place
-4I4Oed$ #4-A: You mean, the inevitable
:

associations

-------------

-#-tweee
~oe-p~a;
L

takes place of all kinds, and this

this wall of Black Muslim is

The inevitable
_._...

_

drawn, the reeentment of the Negro ,

of other Negroes with whiteassociations, would no longer exist.
a society of

_

mobility.

And these two extremes

Would be

the impulse

for
mobility, and the impulse for identification with Negro gkoups,
in ids extreme form,
impu-lses.
______E Black Musiim, are klux two quite contradictor y #isl ee.-A

-#- bkak-b8a-bi-e--wib# a~~yT-#t-sPbaaba

A: And I think that ultimately they will split the
Negro into two grmups.
Q: That's what I'm getting at, you think it will
A: I think itwill. I think there will be some, who from any
several viewpoints, the aesthetic viewpoint, there are some who feel that
the typical Negroid face,

featurs, facial features, bodily featues,

are beautiful, and they want to preaet've them. There are some who are Just
as adamant ae-i®#t-about that,
New YRxk York, St

*

as ifeikEX

let's

say,

thelrish are,

in

Pitricks Day, for instance, as the sews are,

all over theworld, and to some extent, I believe, Chinese in their various
Chinatowns, especially when it comes to interma rriage.
But I also believe that there will be some who will say -bher direction and will be swallowed R~x

_

_

move in the

upby the white race.
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Q: I have a friend who
who

is a psychiatrist in Connecticut,

is a Jew, and we hve talked about this division of impulse, among

the Jews. And the a fact and rkbxcrxaux Jew is a nonbeliever, he is a
Jew by blood,

and by heritage,

A: Andeemo 4

And

e-le-sometimes he changes his name to

Q: He may have,
extent acting as nonJew.

but has no theological ties.

my friend hasn't,
He says --

but btu±;ax he's not to ay

I am a Sew, but

he has no

cultural sentiment.

theological tie,
A:

conservative Jew as compared with the orthodox.
Q : This man is outside of Jewishness in any theological
free of this

sense, he's a scientist, and he's

the identity, group identity as opposed to

sense.
tE8RX

in a

.

transformation to open society,

A:

Somewhere around 1930, 1932, the late

made a study of United State Census reports,
a census report of Negro, Caucasian, or

Helen Miller,

up to 1920, there was
, or white and nonwhite,

He s bkdied such as we had,
immigra tion, and he studied the growth of the so-called Negro race.
Andfrom 1890, to 1930, the Negro race as prolific as it is, increased
from a little better to 9 million people to 10 million neohle in the
*te9t---census reports, meantime the

mulatto census had been discontinued.

And some, Ithink, 3 or 4 million people that had bean carrieed in that
census,

should have

run the Negro census from 9 million to about 13

million, butit ijeR didn't, but at the same time, see, when you check
above the whites,

the immigration, birth and death,

the census of the previous 10 years, each one of the

figures against
three decades,

had an increment of 160,000 people per year, 1, 500,000 people in a
G-hi.-10 year period,

and at the same time, approximately the

same number of Negroes disappeared

*

And it was his conclusion that

-12x Axxx

Q: Absorbed.

a; And it was his conclusion that these mulattos,
i n the white race

or perhaps.

So the problem is going, or has

been going on since Civil War Days, I guess,
the Cyrus Long family of Ohio, or similar family which have disappeared,
because the last
and the Young family,

and the Warren G.

have, theCyrus Long,

Harding family.

in Ohio,

Well,

no, Salem,

they

atmx Ohio,

every year, and every year they have a group of members of the family
who, are white, and some members of the family who are colordQ.

And

in Caroline County, Virginia, you have the same thing, thetwo families
of coloredpeople, who , on the hand, Byrd and their cousins, the
and their

fakkex fathers are the descendants of

,

.

Robert Carter.

Q:
A: But

that while the Byrds are having their

f amily reunion, in Central Point, Virginia, the white Byrds are having
theirs in Richmond.

So there's something that has been going on

for quite a longxwh±kax while, goes all the way back, to
__,

the Rutledge
.

with thesettlmenb of WEst Virginia, and

no starting point, as far as history is concerned.

So there's

Not unless you say

the starting point was humanity.
Q:

I have a quotation here,

Clark, on the philosophy of Martln Li her

King, whichI found fascinating.

May Iread you this quottion, or part of it?
by Dr.
Dame,

Clark,
a short

in

his book called the
,

This is from an essay

New Negro,

a book of essays

(RPW -- reads Kennethdi Clarks

Kenneth

that I took from Dr.

quotation)

kgx

pha published by Notre
.

"On the surface, King's

philsophy appears to have health and stability, while B lack Nationalism
tax betrays pathology and instability.

A deeper analysis , however, might

-13-

reveal that there is aux also an unrealistic if not patholgoical basis
for King's

doctrine.

the forms that such

The natural

to xckx injustice

, oppression,

may take need not be overtly violent, but

__

ofthe human spirit which is involved is inevitable."

the

remark about.
"It is seen that if a man is thevictim of oppression, be
the opnressors, places an additional and

required to

burden upon these victims."
That is thefirstquotation from Kenneth Clark, and continues,
"ithas been Bgrgued thatthe proper interpretation of King's philosophy
of love, must take into accountxkkth x his Christian background, this
I

wouldn't

but it is iw4#ke-fe-unlikely to
understanding by the masses of

N~egroes,

and where there is deep disturbance, inner conflict and

."

lre he expresses himself as a psychologist, you see,
a

ieega#a--theologian.

What , do you

What do you make of that?

find in

that?

a; I am not sure thatl understand itall, Clark;s zri

viewpoint,

but I think I do.
Q: Do you want to parapharese it?
a eems healthy andseems emotionally stable.

ocaauumx King's

But it's

re±Kk7x

pathological and unstable, because the natural reaanttak

4.-e&--to nsist,

_______

really

x human reaction is

resent,

understanding or forgiveness, then he's going to have , he;s gonna get
sick.

aax He's gonna have the intolerable burdens of guilt.
A: Well, that was what I thought I meant.

say

that there is

Well, I would

a branch , they have several branches of pshcelogy,

-14which is incompatbible with theology.
Raa psychological viewpoint

based on average and norms, is unsound.

Average and norm, is unsound.
and religious teaching sikex
teaching,

theology,

I would say that any

I would say that religious practices
are akx not always together. The religious
, idealistic,

somethingprescribed

which the average person never attains.

for

But I would say that there

are many branches of psychology that have a tendencey to regard the
person who does not act as

the group acts, who is an individual , who

is a thinker, who is a person who clings tohis beliefs, regardles of
line of logic which is predicted, as an akhx

abnormal person. I think

that any system of psychology, which attempts to remove fears, any
of the normal emotional responses of a human being, k which attempts
to make all people fit into particularxma.ix

molds, which attempts to
,

do away with complexes and rationalization to

and wea-yeu-whenever you take such a viewpoint such as violence,
as so many of the areas of psychology want to deal with, why you can
make any religious creed

or dogma or tenet, look psychologically unsound.

In tmx other words, there is a place for fear in religion, a very wholesome
jace for fear in religion, a desirable place for fear in religion, but
there is

hardly any wholesome desirable place for fear in

what is

called the wholesome personality, or thewell balanced person.
Q: Apparently,

Martin Lu her King,

has made this doctrine,

and I talked with a friend 1 of mine who was in Birmingham,
the night of the riot, stain staying in the motel, and he said

somehow converted into t he doctrine of nonviolence.

now whether these

stick later, they remain.

Magically.

-15Aix Q:

The psychological and theological don't have much

but somehow
the psychological data might very well be the
it does work.

Do you think that thenonviolence pregae-program can continue?

A: I've been thinking about that, I need a chance for more
observations.

That I have observed so far,

is

ithas been more or less

the nonviolence program being carried on by N.A.A.C.P., especailly when
itwas spearheaded by Thurgood 'rarshall,
as it

is

I'm not sure about the situation

.
especially
On the other hand, it appear s to me, ee.peai&y in this

seneeT--section, of being aviolent program being carried on by

Congress

of Racial Equality.
Q: By CORE
A:
but not in

Yes, by CORE, and also in other sections of the country,

this narticular section,
: Of course,

by y~thx theBlack Muslims.

theres the otherend of the spectrum.

a; But especially in Louisiana, CORE has been inclined to incite
people to demonstrate,

and if necessary,

you could go into violent

demonstrations, wax whereas the N.A.A.C.P. orogram, has been not
program,

by that I mean,

grops of people,

they do not

to demonstrate

xaekta

and act,

a group

depend unon getting la rge
but rather

Emanx

an an individual

spokesman, one nerson, goes peacefuly through the courts, up tothe United
States Supreme Court.

Also, I have noticed that N.A.A.C.P. has depended

upon persons in key nolitical pax, social and religious positions, to
help mold opinion, as far as the Uni
been.

d State Supreme Court decisions have

I've also noticed recently, that's why I spoke as I did, that

certain people have at one time been identified with N.A.A.C.P., and at
another

time, identified with CORE, and I'm referring to certain leaders

in given communities.

-16A person
o-astw oii# can be long to both.
*
he
I'm
A: Oh yes, 1k can. But urn referring to a nerson

Q:

Cited inone

who is

particular instance, as a high official in CORE, and in

ano ther instance, as a high official, riot just another member, of the
N.A.A.C.P.,

and that confuses me,

lx circumstances,
And

which group is

I think that's true under certain
spearheadintg a particular action.

that became quite pronounced, I would say, inthe last 6

to 9

months, the ilkkx last half of 1963, but prior to that time, I could
see a different procedure.

On the cne hand, N.A.A.C.P., and on the

other hand by the Congress of RAical

E'iuality, and I think , if I

understand your question correctly , I believe that
legislation

_

into xKRKEr

action,

reeent

e e a&dPOey-

for any particular action,

but 8i% finally it depends upon public sentiment, as to whether or not
we-

ea.-it has done any good. And I believe that the method used ,

orthat has been used by Axaza N.A.A.C.P., winning friends and influencing
'pai'

people, getting a program before t. -eA.A --- the American pepple,

to give them ore logical insight into the

situation, is much more

effectivein thelong run, than violence of any kind.
q; Well, now, Y CORE hasproroted demonstrations, and the
accepted arrest, or accepted

demonstrations have been nonviolent,

, justhaven't struck back. xkama I'm thinking of demonstations

the

in

$1xukx Birmingham, Montgomery, and other places. CORE and the

Southern Christian Leadership groups, and Si'CC groups, they have not
struck back,

their t heory is nonviolence.

Is thatrunning out?

A: But their theory is also to incite the opposition to
violence.
Q: Is itincitin,

or it it just by existing?

A: Well, putting yourself in thepositin Akx in which you
have every logical reason to know that

.pe-w4 -- they will be incited to

-17-

violence.
what the

To let the wo $d know, as they put it, to let theworld see,
situation is.

You see,

the Negro has now become aware of the

fact that as an American Negro, he is not a forgotten man.
he hasyxxxxltAK

an international image,

But obviously,

and he's falling back on that

international image, as far as the American image abroad is ocncerned.
In the United Nations and in

Russia' satellite countries, andhe realties

a that Russia and Russia's satellite counries, haveused ever?
propaganda they can,

to help them in

this particular fight.

bit of
On the

other hand, to give theworld an unfavorab le picture of America.
Therefore he falls back on demonstrations, with thehope that the white
gF9s-w--group will resort to violence,
q; Yes, but is his, the position
it, that thisis a legal position, he

he takes, izsx as I understnd

has a right to be there,he has a

legal right to be in this particular spot on this day.

Thatbx his right

t o be thereislegally valid.
A: Yes.
Q: And he att acks practices

A: Yes.
Q: Tka

eo4ea,That kind of provocation cannot be called

incitement toviolence.

Ifhe has a legal right to be there, and the

white man doesn't want him there.

That's t

sticky, isn't it?

A: Well, it is, it is, but I would say, it's somehting like
my being a man driving toward a

red light, at Pxmkkx 70 miles an hour,

and I know he 4eeJ4----doesn't have a possible chance to stop. But I
have a green light, so I drive my care *uktx right out there in
Legally,

I am right.

an issue that is

Legally he's wrong.

more profound,

But I

morefar ua411kRknq

4kkR4k-think
1 -reaching

front
there is

than that,

especially, when I see a situation in which people , not only presume
that

violence will take place, but they hope that it will, so that they

-18will win more friends to their cause.
Q:

Tactical violence.

a; Yix Yes.
Q: In relation to that, thre is another qeustion I raise often
in my

and I had a

------ statement out of it.

This is in that old

book, What The Negro Wants, and this is by Gorden B. IHancock,"the color
question is a social question, and as such is not essentially different
Prom any other social problem, and by reason of this fact, involves
the same pressures of adjusment,

or mahadjustment,

gr their very nature, do not led lend themselves to
absolute solution.

Social problems,
instantaneous or

PMkkax Put t hat over against "freedom now" --

what

do you make out of it.
A:

The question is to whether Dr. Hancock, is losing himself

to social problems, in a sociological sense, or whether he is including
economic Droblems in the socio-economic sense.
Q: Isee what you mean.
A: If he is excluding the economics, why then I would say that
certainly he has taken into consideration the fact that

biases Adx and

orejudices, and viewpoints canot be changed overnight, emotional reaactions
Cnnot be changed overnight.

This

but if he means the social including the enonomic and piitx politicil,
if he means theculture, then I would say that we haveto take his reactions
with a grain of salt.

I do think that youcould legislate political and
lear
economical regulations which would bhak up many of the difficulties
and still ha w in tt

under which the iNegro has been made
limited sense,

the spa±a sociological problem which

this m gendration

may never, and I believe, will not be able to aaEit solve.
Q: The other question I want to
I can't remember the
sociologist,

quotation, though

a quotation from a very eminent Negro,
h e point he makes isthis -- that

the Negro

-19liberation, integration is

contingent upon the association with

cuaa1.e--causes which set the whole white population , and can be
in isolation from the graem±xg climate of
whichinvolves

o f a crisis,

the Negro situation,

and a climate
but

For instance, the question 8 ofxikx image to the world outside now,
involves us all --

an American problem.

The Iegro problem , the

Negro effort toward justice in America,

insofar as he associates

is taken in isolation, would not main.

In the complex of attitudes that

have been built up oversore years, that make it

possible now ,by

aeeee ea4kR --associating the situation of the egrc
situations, so that it

theonly way toward success.

One---------of course, isxakx

Resolving the

such a thing as racism, much

less evident khx now than itwas 100 years

In a way,

with that of other

becomes a general issue, a geneal issue, not an

isolated issue, that's
problem.

with that,

ago.

that a only a few Bilbos would do now.
A: I wonder about that.

In

a certain sense,

but I also believe that it has just become more subtle.
become more subtle.

yes,

-

Ithink it's

I think that thedifference perhaps, is that

I get the impression as I observe

diaries, essays,

that the Aerican white man then hated the average Americandeg;ro.
just hated the conception, that it
a social gxxt

group,

was Just repugnant to him.

but that he loved the individual.

lie

And not

And as far as

any particular segment of American society constituting a proscribed
African

calked Negro,

,

face that problem, despite thb fact

that you think of antebellum south,

as a situation in which Negroes lived in
that that was not at all true,
some of them

he Just didn't haveto

a community together.

I find

some of them lived in the big house,

were recognized as left handed tenants, and there were

quite a few indentured servants tht

outgrowth of the end otthe

reconstruction period.

, but this

is

an

And to a large extent,

-8 20of the urban movement, because

can go through various sections

of Maryland and Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, as well as
Kentucky and T1'ennesse,

you'll find that a Ngro may liveon one farm,

and will be surrounded completely by white owners.
the urban movement took B±naplaces,

sense of unity,

especially during World WAr I,

but I mean,

not organized in the

organized,

then got a real Group,

and World War II,

But as the, as

you begin

concerned,

as living locality is

to get these grouns w that were more or less isolated in ghettos,
now we got a situation in which the average white man, either became
indifferent

toward theriegro problem,

the other side of the thing.

lie was thesort of

a humanitarian attitude towa ii theeauAaa
the Negrorace, but

, or he took

outright

x

as

ne rson who had

egro problem.

He

loved

he nedded

in other words, he didn't want any one of them cominginto his community
and live there, he didn't want any of them cominginto his chruch, he
didn't want any one of them attend the same school tht his children attend*J-se-#4--ed;

so it was just a reversal of

in which the earier white man

loved the individual, and hated the race,

and now the situation in which the person who calls himself a liberal,
loves the

ask a

gtuk

race, but not the individual.
an interestin
:
Yes, that's a- # e oes formulation of it.
question thatbears on that,

Let met

___what resistances there

were in play time, among the players, and this was another,pou know,
mx~bcsgxg

thoroughly happy occasion.
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